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WHAT IS AUTOMATED DECISION MAKING?

• Automated decision-making (ADM) is the process of
making a decision by automated means without any
(meaningful) human involvement

• ADM and AI are intrinsically linked but not the same

• ADM is a broader concept than AI, which additionally
entails certain behavioural elements (i.e. systems
display ‘intelligent’ behaviour by analysing their
environment and taking actions – with some degree of
autonomy – to achieve specific goals)



ADM IS PART OF OUR EVERYDAY LIVES

• You probably encountered automated decision-making
today without even realising it

• Companies use ADM for a wide range of purposes:
profiling, personalising services, targeting online content
and advertising, setting prices, medical diagnosis, access
to credit, recruitment ..

• Governments and public authorities
also use ADM: policing, school
assignment systems, eligibility for
public benefits..



WHY IS ADM AN ISSUE FOR
CONSUMERS?

Potential to render our lives easier and more convenient
(e.g. products and services that adapt better to our
needs)…
…BUT !
There are very important risks for consumers:
- Lack of transparency = ‘black box’
- Bias and unfair discrimination
- Manipulation
- Impact on consumers’ autonomy and freedom of

choice
- Commercial surveillance



WHY IS ADM AN ISSUE FOR CONSUMERS?

RIGHT TO SAY NO
People think that they should have
the right to say “no” to
automated decision-making.
The numbers are as high as 78%
in Italy and Portugal and 80% in
Spain.

MANIPULATION
64% of BE , PT, ES
and IT and 52% of
DE, DK, SE, FR and PL
respondents
(strongly) agree that
companies are using AI
to manipulate
consumer decisions.

• Survey on consumer
perceptions on AI conducted in
nine EU countries

• Field work: November-
December 2019

• Representative survey with
more than 1,000 respondents
per country



A NEW TYPE OF IMBALANCE
• In the world of ADM and AI, traders are in a new, even stronger,

position of advantage:
• behavioural profiling data collected across websites and

devices
• real-time testing for pressure points
• circulation of individual persuasion profiles
• monitoring attention and reactions to content

and products
• dark patterns in the design and functioning

of interfaces
• meaningless cookie and data policy

disclosures
• Digital asymmetry: the consumer is in a state

of permanent vulnerability



EU LEGAL FRAMEWORK IS INSUFFICIENT
• Current EU rules are insufficient to address the risks that stem from ADM

and AI and ensure a high level of consumer protection

• Existing EU legislation on consumer protection, such as the Unfair
Commercial Practices Directive, was not adopted with ADM and AI systems
in mind or falls short in its approach (e.g. Omnibus directive only
transparency obligation regarding pricing personalization)

• The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has limitations:
• Scope limited to personal data processing
• Strict conditions for application (decisions based solely on automated

processing that produce legal or significant similar effects)

• The Proposal for an AI Act misses the mark in terms of consumer
protection



CONSUMER LAW
Some key legislation of the EU consumer law acquis need to be reviewed,
such as:
• The Unfair Commercial Practices Directive (EC analysis by 2022 re need for

review):
Modernisation of concepts of “Fairness” and “Vulnerability”, blacklisted
practices to include “digital” practices; burden of proof;
• The Product Liability Directive (review scheduled by EC for 2022 ?):
Liability provisions need to be modernised to meet the challenges of
connected and AI powered products such as the definition of “product” and
“defect”, the burden of proof, the duration of the liability re the expected
lifespan of a product etc. ;
Specific liability regime for AI high-risk products problematic; would lead to
fragmentation of law and uncertainty for consumers?



AI ACT PROPOSAL
• The AI Act is welcome and necessary BUT…. the consumer

perspective in the proposal is worryingly missing.

• Consumer protection not established as an explicit objective
• Scope is too narrow. Many AI applications that have an impact on consumers’

everyday lives would be left out
• There are no basic fundamental principles (e.g. transparency and fairness) to

govern the development and use of AI systems
• Prohibited AI practices do not address practices that cause economic harms
• Consumers are not granted specific rights, in particular no access to justice and

redress rights
• ‘Users’ only envisaged as institutional or business users
• Fundamental issues are simply left in the hands of standardization
• Full harmonization approach raises questions and can be problematic in these

circumstances



CONCLUSION
• AI and ADM bring consumer risks to a whole new level and put

them in a situation of permanent vulnerability
• Consumers need stronger protection
• The EU legal framework needs to be reviewed and

strengthened:
• Solutions based on transparency are not enough;
• Consumer law must address digital asymmetry;
• AI Act proposal does not guarantee a high level of protection of consumer

interest; it needs essential improvements:
• Broader scope and fundamental basic principles and requirements for all AI systems
• Comprehensive and clear prohibited AI practices
• Enforceable rights for consumers

• Existing legislation, such as the consumer aquis and the GDPR,
must also be effectively enforced
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